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 SolutionPeace.com. Send this out to Top Leaders + Press. Join our Crusader master educator 
teams with your other networked groups now, no delay as trillions of real $$ always at stake.

TOTAL WORLD GLOBAL PEACE is achieved once Mass Press Conferences by 
ANY World Leader occurs announcing the following:  'We are the very first nation 
to eliminate All Corruption + Crime and Restore Democracy' 

### WORLD PRESS RELEASE Statement. BuiltByKeith.com 
2019-11-22 © (tm) IP rights granted for all to USE by taking ACTION.

    "We have the worlds last system of economic redistribution of crime wealth back to our people 
and simple systems to migrate millions then billions of our people to new areas of remote 
undeveloped natural resource rich communities that are now self sufficient free water, energy, all 
digital sustainable marketplaces. We ask for your help to distribute this one Press Release to 
everyone to bring about total World Global Peace. Now our people own and control all aspects of 
education, marketplaces, stock market, banks, real estate, agri-farms, community centers, parks, 
roads, transportation systems (electric everything). Our young adults and other honest citizens now 
travel freely with single Intl ID system of IID shown on FOIA.ONE (freedom of Information Action 
Open Public Database). Our entire world now bypasses and replaces all forms of corruption at one 
time. 

     Everyone now uses EVOTE.ONE to decide the next best project that benefits local and then 
national interests of our people. No more politics or mega dynasties are allowed with most unique 
combination of published SolutionJudge.com  SolutionMilitary.com ProfitShareHolders.SPACE 
and kTrader.SPACE become the last new world universal stabilizing methodology ratified by public, 
all stockholders, and company employees.  No longer can any Politician, Political Ruling Party, 
Corporate Executives, or underground crime network control any aspect of our markets and 
governments by hiding secrets of their crime syndicates.


OPTIONAL to READ: still critical: starting with Robert Dee Rose who is TheFinalTerrorist.com. Keith 
offered to USA Military Sept 2011 to escort them to FBI AG NSA CIA and Interpol to seize ROSE. 
Since Keith's most valuable 35 years of anti crime technology, software/hardware genius designs of 
CreatorKeith.SPACE and his extensive databases have been used by ROSE + terrorists since 
before Aug 2010 to infiltrate thousand of governments and corporations. We have been calling for 
USA Congressional Investigations for years and have yet to have simple call back from anyone at 
any level. The most profitable Class Action Lawsuit Miscarriage of Justice is Norfolk VA 
4:11cr112 that indicts even DOJ fired AG Sally Q Yates and many more very powerful Atlanta, 
Norfolk, Raleigh, Washington DC DOJ and Gov officials including mass medical malpractice suits 
against the most incompetent Doctors sub hired by DOJ.

## end of OPTIONAL translation.


 All the result of denial of ALL civil rights that are truly simplified and addressed by 
SolutionManifesto.com that is the original universal 11 commandments and single Human 
International Bill of Rights named HIBOR. No ones rights can ever be abused or denied again. 

     All these most comprehensive URL linked solution set answers are provided by the R&D 
scientists led by Keith Duncan as anyone can book his teams be PAID with either Common Stock or 
the most valuable commodity in our world of Intellectual Property.  Reference client3635.wix.com/
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BidOnKeith as he has asked for safe haven refugee protection from the worst cyber criminals and 
Gov officials who have relentless persecuted him and thousands of others to prevent this 
monumental Press Conference Action from occurring. Most of these were ready for world leader 
distribution back in summer of 2010. Our Governments and world leaders owe him the ultimate debt 
of gratitude by providing him and his crusaders safe passage to the next places of greatest needs. 
This is to full fill the promises of our fore founders to UNIFY and REFORM all humanity.  Please join 
us in this most peaceful replacement of existing corrupt systems by supporting and direct funding 
Keiths Next sponsored events.  Call/Fly us to your greatest places of needs before mass RIOTS 
erupt.  

    This broadcast is updated Oct 16, 2019 as even Trump, Duterte, Putin, and USA ambassador 
Sung Kim will be madder than HELL that corruption has been legalized decades ago and NO ONE in 
their very own DOJ, DOD, Interpol, AFP, PNP, Senate, Congress, or other agencies has ever lifted a 
single finger to contact our top Presidents, Gov officials, and corporate executives.  Our other Angel 
Philanthropists have also been asked to contact Keith and his crusaders and provide the required 
resources of their R&D scientists to complete this most amazing and powerful ministries of ACTION 
to create our last Crime Free Society to stabilize all world economies and empower humanity to 
conquer the last frontier of outer space.  Reposting of this World Broadcast to top News Media and 
over viral social media will also obtain the proper final Action Results." 

   The Worlds most Powerful Broadcast of R&D methodology in Humanity = God's 
Purpose is here. Everyone benefits. These methods would have been our worlds new 
unify solutions back in 2005-2011 era except criminals were cyber stalking our groups 
and subsequently murdering and persecuting so many of us we were disbanded and 
isolated up to this moment. These crimes against humanity have never been resolved 
or even investigated by our DOD DOJ CIA NSA Interpol systems. Therefore we have 
modeled to world a new bypass replacement Stock Market, Bank, Financial, Law 
Enforcement, Military, and Judicial system to use our best Integrity focused Scientists 
and other prime disciplines to showcase with broadcasts how humanity MUST 
address the transfer of wealth back to our people using these simplified methods 
starting with ProfitShareHolders.space. This includes addressing the greed issues and 
exposure of ALL criminals who refuse to surrender. With Majority direct democracy 
eVote, anyone in world can be isolated or put into prison based only on their own 
crime evidence in. 

  These reality Crimes Against Humanity MUST be resolved and prevented by our 
people since most DOJ + gov agencies were infiltrated by crime networks decades 
ago and actively PREVENT any terrorist crime investigations and seizures because 
quite a few of the criminals are at top of Government and Corporate levels who want 
our people enslaved and even dead.  Therefore we collectively replace and bypass all 
forms of corrupt law enforcement judicial systems by inviting key ethical persons to 
join SolutionPeace.com and provide the required resources to call on All World 
Leaders to obtain Global World Peace or be shunned and even put in Prison for their 
failures to serve and protect mankind. We are the most humble wealthy Venture Angel 
Philanthropists who have called for Congressional Investigations and direct call
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    Illegal detention of anyone is a crime based on no accuser appears in front of the 
accused with irrefutable irrevocable conclusive evidence shown in FOIA.ONE.  The 
rights of a victim will be protected and upheld as a priority over any false accuser. 
Victims can always counter sue an accuser without violating any other law.  Isolation 
of people and preventing them from their right to speak publicly is a crime. Denial of a 
persons civil rights is a crime. Knowing a crime and refusing to notify law officials is 
aiding and abetting conspiracy coverups. This has all happened to Keith himself and 
millions of our fellow common whistle blower citizens. We lost over $500 Million USD 
profits and billions of real $$USD Intellectual Property that are these website R&D 
broadcasts to humanity....

  If auto-convicted criminal (by the people) refuses to pay back restitution and ask for 
forgiveness, they stay in prison forever. By eVOTE system, they applies to anyone 
including millionaires and Billionaires. as it is always their crimes that indict convict 
them. No longer can liar lawyers/Judges/others prevent justice from being served as 
SolutionJudge.com puts anyone on stand of testimony without ability to Plead the 5th.

    Most critical is for USA Military, Interpol, CIA, HLS, Presidents, other Angel 
Philanthropists to dispatch protection to put our Crusaders in safe house while ROSE 
and other terrorists are seized with our (c)(tm) patented methods as we + they ALL get 
paid back for service to humanity. For ROSE #1 crime is infiltration of databases and 
extorting our top DOJ and even military officials to commit crimes against humanity. 
All world can see he has a $10 Million USD (need more?) bounty reward on his head 
DEAD or ALIVE. 

    All legally granted and authorized as ROSE + thousands of others are the most 
dangerous Enemy of all Nations. We have reverse cyber tracked him for years as soon 
as he committed any crime, we reported him to Lawyers, Police, then IRS, FBI, AG, 
USMarshals, Press, Public, + Military. Therefore he CONVICTS himself for refusing to 
surrender was we have published ALL his contacts and crime network this entire time. 
This is always responsibility of CIA, Interpol, and Military to protect keiths R&D top 
scientists as we already legally claimed all assets seized using our famous (c)(tm) 
patented replacement bypass new world perfected system that true reality solve every 
single major world issue. There has never been anyone protecting 1st of our rights 
means NO one protects your rights either = World Demise at any moment.

   We require and request NO ONE riot or mass protest rallies as that just allows 
terrorists and even political criminals to kill off protestors and hide, or claim others 
made them do it.  This happens so often.  Piggybacking violence on crowds to create 
chaos. and Panic then used to easy depopulate any nation with nuclear, poison gas/
water, DNA modified food, or even just unleashing the last Subsonic Dark Age 
modified plaque. Prevented forever once all 'unsaved' criminals are auto ID'ed, seized 
and put in Hell Jail where they belong. All who join are new world society receive 1% 
of all crime assets seized with CreatorKeith.space 75,000 Common shares of stock 
modeled after Warren Buffet who must be contacted to come find us as we did ask 
back in 2010 summer through Chris Morris CMAFinancial.com "Marlin' and his Netjet 
Pilot in Atlanta GA and have been broadcasting continuously since most famous 
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kidnapping Oct 3, 2011 of all time ordered by Terrorist ROSE.
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